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Class two have begun their new Science theme with their usual
enthusiasm. As they are learning about ‘The Iron Man’ they
thought about food a robot may like to eat. This resulted in an

Stars of the Week
Reception: Tom for reading
all his ‘tricky words’ and for
doing super number work

investigation to find iron in breakfast cereals.

Year one: Joel for good
answers when talking about
how to stay safe online

They used a pestle and mortar to
grind the cereals. After that, they
used magnets to separate the iron
from the rest of the cereal.The
children really enjoyed their lesson

Year two: Bessie for super
writing and giving 100% all
week

and can’t wait to find out more
about forces.

Year three: Oliver for
showing so much
enthusiasm during our
Science investigation when
we extracted the iron from
cereal
Year four: Milly for finding
out how Isaac Newton
discovered gravity in
Homework Club

Megan’s bridge
Elijah’s bridge
Mrs Britton’s class visited Birch Green Care Home to sing to the
residents. The children’s singing was brilliant and they have been
asked to record a CD so that the residents can enjoy their singing
at any time. After their performance the residents were delighted
to chat to the children. We were so proud of their impeccable
manners and politeness with the residents.

Year five: Elijah for making a
wonderful bridge in Design
Technology
Year six: Megan for making
a wonderful bridge in Design
Technology

Thank you to Mr and Mrs Lake, Mr Leigh,
Mrs Sherwood, John, Amara, Ryan and Alice
who helped to ‘turn over’ the raised beds last
Saturday morning. It was really appreciated.
The raised beds are now ready for the
Gardening Club to begin planting.

Attendance
Class 3 with 95.83%

Next Week

Well done!
Dance Festival for a group of
Year one and two children on
Wednesday morning.
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